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Who Am I?

• A little about me

– Started as a Graduate Teaching Assistant in January 2014

– Graduated with my M.A. in CJ in May 2015

– Became an Instructional Designer in June 2015

– Started the QM (Quality Matters) training during that fall semester

– Began working on accessibility around this time
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Our Accessibility Story!

• When & how we met

– Working on accessibility since Fall of 2015-Spring of 2016

– Agreement w/NFB

• New aspect of my job: help instructors/staff…etc. make their 
content accessible

• Need for training
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What is Accessibility?

• Who is familiar with accessibility?

– Definition?

– Accessibility refers to the design of content to ensure equal access and 
opportunity to persons. “same information; same time”

• What is the difference—or is there a difference—between 
accommodation and accessibility?

• What is an example of an accommodation?

• What is an example of accessibility?
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What’s the Difference?

• Accessibility versus accommodation

– Groups versus individuals

– Proactive versus reactive

• Accommodation may always be necessary on an individual level
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Training Day

• Started training ourselves

– What are the regulations and the industry standards

– Where can/should we begin

• Worked on training materials for others

• Whoops…there is a learning curve

• Let’s take a look at one now...
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What Do You Notice?

• Take a couple minutes and write 

down, or just think about, what you 

notice may be an accessibility issue 

and/or what elements may impact 

accessibility.
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Everybody Loves Group Work

• Now, work as a group and discuss the things you noticed. We will 

take approximately 3 minutes.

– What things did you each of you have the same?

– Make note of a couple things that you maybe missed.

• Let’s talk!



Accessibility Barriers
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Some Errors Were Found On This Page

• Accessibility barriers that your group found…

• Accessibility barriers we found…
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Consider These Elements

• Consider the following 

elements of this document:

• Reading Order

• Tags

• Alt Text

• Color Use

• Color Contrast
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The Process

• What’s the next step?

– With so many potential barriers, where should be start?

– Tagging individual elements of the document

– Providing accurate alt tags

– Analyzing and ensuring proper color use & contrast

– Analyzing and ensuring accurate reading order

– Analyzing and ensuring proper font type and size

– …etc. This is not an exhaustive list.
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Time Flies By

• The Time

– The time this process takes varies

– More advanced skills, less time it may take

– Majority skill level

– Are we creating training at that level?
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Can We Fix It?

• Activity (3 minutes)

– Work in your original groups and discuss the barriers you came up with in the 
previous activity. Answer the following questions about each.

– Do you know how to check this to see if it is a problem?

– Do you know how to fix the problem?

– How long do you think this will take you to remediate?

– If you are in charge of training others, how long might you anticipate these 
remediations will take those you train?
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Conclusions

• Some of these elements can be remediated

– Images, figures…etc. can be properly alt tagged

– The document itself can be auto-tagged or manually tagged

– Text may be able to altered

– Reading order can be manually updated

• Some of these elements cannot be remediated

– Backgrounds may not be able to be remediated

– Structure of the document may not be able to be changed easily

– Remediation may not be the best/most efficient solution
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Benefits of Accessibility Beyond Accommodation

• Disadvantages of waiting for accommodations

– Time

– Efficiency

– Thoroughness

– Quality

• Benefits of creating with accessibility in mind

– Time

– Efficiency

– Thoroughness

– Quality
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Questions?

• What questions do you have about this presentation?

– Consider reviewing the website: bit.ly/ModernTeaching

• If you have further questions about this presentation or 

accessibility, please email me or see me after this session.

• Email: taylor.moore@wichita.edu
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Thanks for attending the session!




